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INTRODUCTION: THE SOCIAL AND PERSONAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE
‘SACRED’
Dr. Mark Plotkin, in his book Tales of a Shaman’s Apprentice (1993),
relates his experiences living and studying the healing arts of shamen within
the various indigenous tribes living in the rainforest areas of Brazil and
neighboring countries. In one encounter, he writes:
The shaman rolled a dry leaf of tobacco into a cylinder and placed
it in a pipe…He then sprinkled several crushed herbs on top of
the tobacco. Striking a match from a box I had given him earlier,
he began to smoke the tobacco mixture as he sat down beside
me…With his right hand, he gently shut my eyes and then started
to intone a series of chants in order to invoke the spirits. After a
while, I heard one of the walls of the hut begin to shake violently
as if something or someone were passing through it. Then the
shaman moaned and began a dialogue between himself and a
being that seemed to be speaking through him. This continued
for what seemed like hours. I slowly drifted into a dreamlike
trance, feeling as if I were sinking deeper and deeper into an
enormous featherbed. .. The next thing I remember was him
waking me gently by tapping me on the cheek with his fingers.
He helped me to my feet [and] led me down the path toward the

village by the light of a full moon…’Wait here!’ commanded the
medicine man as he stepped off the path. In a moment he
returned, his right fist in a ball. Slowly he uncurled his fingers to
reveal three small, sharp, pointed sticks. ‘Yolok peleu,’ he said.
‘The arrows of the evil spirits.’ He closed his fist and opened it
again. There was nothing there. I was too frightened to ask any
questions. (Plotkin, 1993:230).
Even those who harbor a traditional, Western understanding of
the meaning of the ‘sacred’ may, upon closer scrutiny, identify many
points at which this narrative is clearly defining what is sacred from
both the perspective and the actions of this rainforest shaman. Plotkin,
a Harvard-trained ethnobotanist, is also clearly deeply enthralled in this
unfolding scenario. Even his first sentence describes an elaborate
sacred ritual designed to evoke a specific response from the spirit
world. Taking the symbolic-interactionist approach of Mary Douglas as
outlined in her work, Purity and Danger (2002), what is ‘sacred’ here
revolves around a series of protective rituals that work to restore order
and safety from an other-worldly imposed danger. In this context, it is
clear that the understanding of the account of the shaman’s sacred rite
is far more generalizable than the single account within one tribe in the
Amazon rainforest.
Clearly, capturing the meaning of what is ‘sacred’ to literally
thousands of religious groups—as well as persons who see the sacred
as lying outside any religious group—is destined to be incomplete, if
not impossible. However, the attempt must begin to by developing a
highly abstract, generalizable concept, while retaining its meaning at the
level of individual practice and beliefs. Durkheim’s (1912:69) famous
definition of religion is “…a unified system of beliefs and practices
relative to sacred things; that is, things set apart and forbidden—beliefs
and practices which [individuals are] united in one single moral
community …” With respect to this definition, Durkheim is aptly
described by Foucault (in Rabinow, 1984:25) as a towering figure in an
intellectual enterprise who “provides a paradigmatic set of terms,
images, and concepts which organize thinking and experience…[and]
doing so in such a way that enigmatically surpasses the specific claims
they put forth” (italics added).
As a ‘founder of discourse,’ in Foucault’s language, Durkheim’s
definition has in fact been taken as ‘paradigmatic’ and incorporated into
countless sociological treatises.
It has, however, been roundly

criticized by figures such as Durkheim’s contemporary, van Gennep,1
who saw Durkheim’s definition and the theoretical structure that he
developed out of it as being divorced from both empirical evidence and
a concrete understanding of the nature of the ‘sacred.’ Gennep argued
that Durkheim, in developing a coherent, powerful theory of the
religious foundation for establishing social cohesion, made the
fundamental error of ignoring the sacred elements that are actually
practiced—and not set apart—in the everyday lives of religious
practitioners. One has only to reflect on Plotkin’s encounter with the
rainforest shaman to recognize this: Every aspect of the sacred is
brought to bear not only in understanding the nature of reality, but in its
direct intervention.
In Foucault’s critique of Freud and Marx—and this critique can also
be applied to Durkheim—their theories have taken on a certain ‘sacred’
aura that defies refutation. However, a complete revision of this image
of religion as a unifying force becomes increasingly necessary, as
religion itself becomes subject to the forces of postmodernity and
globalization.
In Wuthnow’s (1998) view, religious ‘dwelling’
(Durkheim’s assumed place of worship and hence of the sacred), has
been largely replaced by ‘seeking,’ or more privatized forms of spiritual
belief and practice that may exist in a sphere for the individual separate
from any officially-designated place of worship.
As a result, the ‘sacred canopy’ that Berger envisioned as the role of
religion has largely been diminished in size: the canopy has become a
seemingly endless field of pup tents. Durkheim was, in many respects,
the consummate modernist; the reshaping of religion and images of the
sacred, meanwhile, have taken a decidedly postmodern turn.
As Wuthnow (1998:1) suggests:
“…the deeper meaning of
spirituality seems to be moving in a new direction…beliefs are
becoming more eclectic, and the commitments are often becoming
more private.”
It appears that the long-standing and pervasive
‘secularization debate’ (cf. Stark and Bainbridge, 1985; Norris and
Inglehart, 2004), could be resolved through the recognition that the
‘sacred,’ which was once largely the province of and defined by
established religion, has now become for many a highly personalized
quest for meaning. In turn, the quest may now lie outside the walls of
(and thus the control of) the traditional religion conceived by Durkheim.
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However, it still may be the case that individuals who undertake this
spiritual quest remain anchored within the boundaries of established
religion. Thus, what is ‘private’ and what is ‘public’ religion is no
longer, for many, a meaningful distinction. What this study has
attempted is the articulation of the relationships and differences
between these two spheres, through the recruitment of subjects who
are members of established religions. The subjects are, however,
actively engaged in establishing sacred meanings that are attached to
physical spaces and objects that lie outside their traditional religious
group, in which they remain active participants.

THE PROJECT:
The purpose of this project then was to examine the relationship between
an individual and his/her natural, social, and built environments as interpreted
through faith. The primary questions addressed by the study were: (1) What
landscapes or landscape features do people identify and sacred? (2) How do
individuals dialogue with their surroundings through faith? This study
focused on the individual’s perception of their surroundings and how that
perception is interpreted through faith through the identification of landscapes
and landscapes features that the individual selects as “sacred” or having deep
spiritual significance.
In the fall of 2011 a grant from the Office of Research and Sponsored
Projects at Stephen F. Austin State University in Nacogdoches, Texas enabled
a pilot study to be conducted in Nacogdoches, Texas and the surrounding
area. The pilot study consisted of a snowball sample of volunteers from
Christian churches. Of the approximately 200 listed Christian churches in city
of Nacogdoches, seven responded to our request for volunteers. Project
leaders met with responding church leaders who then discussed the project
with their congregations. Volunteers signed up to attend a training session
explaining the project and their role in it. In total, 36 volunteers from seven
different churches representing five different Christian denominations were
recruited. Twenty-five of these volunteers completed all aspects of the study.
Participating churches included: Austin Heights Baptist Church, Bethlehem
Baptist Church, Christ Episcopal Church, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, Lone Star Baptist Church, St. Mary’s Catholic Campus Ministry, and
Unity Christian Church.

METHODOLOGY:
This project utilized photovoice methodology. Photovoice, as originally
pioneered by Wang and Burris (1997) is a form of participatory needs
assessment useful in the identification of problems at the grassroots level and
promoting community action. In photovoice, volunteers are given cameras
and asked to take pictures in their community in response to a set of guiding
questions. According to Wang and Burris (1997), “It entrusts cameras to the
hands of people to enable them to act as recorders, and potential catalysts for
change, in their own communities. It uses the immediacy of the visual image
to furnish evidence and to promote effective, participatory means of sharing
expertise and knowledge.” However, as opposed to identifying community
issues, in this study we asked volunteers to engage their surroundings and
document and record their perceptions through photographs and text.
Volunteers were provided a disposable camera and a journal. They were then
asked to take pictures within their community in response to the following
questions: (1) As a person of faith, what do you value in your landscape and
why? ; (2) What landscapes or landscape features best reflect your
relationship with God? ; and, (3) To what landscapes or landscape features do
you attach spiritual significance, and why? In their journals volunteers
explained why they selected the places they photographed. Finally, in addition
to taking pictures and completing a journal, volunteers completed a survey
collecting demographic information and information on personal religiosity
and spirituality incorporating scaled response and open-ended questions.2
A variety of different types of data were collected via this combination of
instruments. At the end of the project, 35 completed surveys and 362
photographs with accompanying text were collected. For the initial analysis,
frequencies were obtained on the demographic and scaled response survey
questions. Thematic analysis was used to identify themes and categories of
themes within the open-ended questions, photographs, and journal entries.
Photographs were also categorized by subject.
VOLUNTEER PROFILE:
Among our volunteers, 64% were female and 36% male. The average age
was 47. 94% were white and 6% were African American. 64% were married,
22% single, and 14% were either widowed or divorced. A wide range of annual
2
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household incomes were reported, but over half reported an annual household
income between $30,000 and $60,000. The educational levels included 30%
reporting "some college," 17% had earned a bachelor's degree, and 39% had
completed graduate school earning either a master's degree or a PhD.
RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL BEHAVIOR:
During the training session, volunteers completed a survey including
questions examining six areas: religiosity, spirituality, connections, the
importance of community and family, the individual's personal relationship
with God, and expressions of belief. Volunteers identified themselves as being
both deeply religious and spiritual. The majority reported that they found
"strength and comfort" in their religion, and that religion is important in their
daily lives. Well over half of our volunteers reported that they attend church on
a weekly basis and all made regular contributions to their church, averaging
approximately $1,500 per year. The majority of the volunteers reported that
they have had a life changing spiritual experience and most reported a
spiritual experience wherein they lost track of time or their location. All of our
volunteers agreed that they are "touched by the beauty of creation," and the
majority reported that they have been able to "step outside" themselves and
experience a larger sense of fulfillment. Almost all of our volunteers believe
that all life is inter-connected and that we all share a common bond. Many
reported that they feel they have an "emotional bond" with all of humanity and
almost all believe that their life is part of a larger spiritual force. Except for a
very few, almost all reported a spiritual experience wherein they felt deeply
connected to God and the world. With few exceptions our volunteers agreed
that it is important to give something back to the community and identified
themselves as "link" in their family's heritage from past, present, and to the
future. The majority of our volunteers believe that God watches over them and
that they feel God's presence and love. Most work with God "as a partner,"
and look to God for guidance on a daily basis. Finally, the majority of our
volunteers believe that there is a larger meaning to life, there is an order to the
universe, and there is a life after death. (See Tables 1-6)

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS:
At the end of the survey volunteers were asked to explain the meaning of
"sacred" in an open-ended question. Answers to this question fell into six
categories:







Something that enables connections between the individual and the
Divine (38%)
Dedicated to, touched by, or an act of God (25%)
Inspiring awe or reverence (17%)
A veil between worlds (6%)
An ephemeral experience (6%)
Something of spiritual value (8%)

Examples of definitions that fall within each category are included in Table 7.
THE PHOTOGRAPHS:
362 photographs were collected with accompanying journal text. Three
categories of photographs were identified. These include natural, public, and
private landscapes and landscape features. (See Figures 1-4)
As volunteers wrote about their photographs the subject of the photos in
many cases was directly identified as illustrating a particular theme, such as
"being an example of God's love," or "evidence of the presence of God." The
text and photographs were examined and eleven themes were identified that
fall within three categories; making connections, life, and the individual
(Figure 5). In addition, 26% of the landscapes and features photographed were
identified as sacred based on their connection to, or evocation of, a memory
of a past activity or event that may or may not have occurred at the location
photographed.
A review of the photographs and journal entries illustrates that above all else
faith has geography, and within this geography two types of landscapes are
predominant. These include the established collective idea of the sacred
place, i.e. churches and cemeteries, and the highly individualistic
interpretation that may take any form.
Forty-four photographs of churches and cemeteries were documented,
approximately 12% of the total. It is interesting to note that among the 362
photographs and journal entries, only 18 contain direct references to
scripture, and these are primarily from a single journal. Instead, throughout

this study, volunteers focused on their individual interpretation of the sacred
and selected landscapes that were part of their day-to-day activity space.
Journal entries indicate that volunteers visited these places because of a preexisting spiritual attachment.
Approximately seven percent of the photographs demonstrate a “stepwise”
movement, as volunteers photographed the interior of their homes or
churches and slowly worked their way outside into the greater environment.
This stepwise movement may indicate that at least some volunteers were
initially unsure as to how to engage their larger surroundings, and chose to
ease into the assignment. One particular volunteer began their journal with a
series of photos of the interior of their home showing a bank of windows. They
then progressed to a photo of the porch attached to the church, and from
there moved outside.
Public landmarks including historical markers, monuments, and statuary were
also photographed. Public monuments were not necessarily identified as
sacred spaces in and of themselves, but rather as reminders of events, the
notion of sacrifice and duty, and public service. One volunteer used a public
monument to recall the tragic life of a historic Native American figure.
Photographs of public markers, monuments, and landmarks constitute less
than 5% of the total number of photographs recorded. However, these are not
the only examples of the interpretation of “civil” landscapes as sacred. Public
landmarks are features of public parks and gardens that make up 15% of the
total number of photographs taken.
Finally, over the course of the study, “iconic” landscapes developed. These
were landscapes that were photographed by multiple individuals, and
interpreted largely in the same manner. Two types of landscapes emerged as
iconic: trees and gardens. Trees were associated with the idea of resurrection,
re-growth, and connection to the Divine. Gardens were associated with
individual sanctuary and spiritual and physical sustenance.
The following photographs are only a few examples of the types of photos and
journal entries collected. Additional photographs and project videos from
each participating group are available for viewing on the project webpage,
www.drksnowden.com. The project videos present the range of photos
collected. In addition, for each church, the core beliefs are identified providing
a group context for the interpretation as the photographs as extensions of
these beliefs.

At rest with the Lord, in the shadows of ancient oaks and a historical church. The
Peace of the Lord is prevalent here. – BG, CCE, Photo #6
Churches and cemeteries are well established, recognized sacred places. However,
they constitute a small percentage of the photos taken.

I feel so close to God in the morning as I watch the sunrise. This morning was special
as I was able to watch the rise over the lake. Psalm 113:
Alleluia! Praise, servants of Yahweh, praise the name of Yahweh.
Blessed be the name of Yahweh, henceforth and forever.
From the rising of the sun to its setting, praised be the name of Yahweh!
Supreme over all nations is Yahweh, supreme over the heavens his glory.
Who is like Yahweh our God? His throne is set on high,
but he stoops to look down on heaven and earth.
He raises the poor from the dust, he lifts the needy from the dunghill,
to give them a place among princes, among princes of his people.
He lets the barren woman be seated at home, the happy mother of sons.

References to scripture were found primarily in one journal.
The volunteer was a member of a Catholic church.

Bench #13 is where I once went when I was very depressed. I would lay on my back
for hours looking at the kaleidoscope of green leaves above. Slowly I came out of the
sadness my heart had descended into. It was the natural beauty of my surroundings
and the love of God in those surroundings that drew me out. If not for this place, I
may not be here. – ALG, AHBC, Photo #11
Common places were the most photographed:
Places the volunteer had been before or went regularly as part of their activity space.

When I look out this bank of windows at the front of my house I feel grateful to God
for the beauty of the earth, and connected with God’s creation as I observe the
changing of the seasons/times of day. I feel blessed to live in a simple house where I
have this gorgeous view. ED, AHBC, Photo #1
Some volunteers appeared uneasy with directly engaging their larger environment
and began their journals by photographing the interior of their homes or churches.

Austin Heights Baptist Church built this porch for us because they knew how
important “porching” is to us, to be out wherever we feel connected to God’s
creation. Jesus said, “Whenever 2 or 3 are gathered in my name, I am there.” ED,
AHBC, Photo#4
Porches could be identified as “transitional” areas as the volunteers move from the
interior of their homes or churches to engage larger surroundings.

Lanana creek in the Tucker woods – Native Plant Center-part of my walk-“He leads me
beside still waters.” The woods are the “natural world,” a place to observe the
processes of God’s creation. Often chaotic-looking, life is often messy and chaotic,
but “you gotta go through it.” God is with us every step of the way. ED, AHBC, Photo
#14
Parks, paths, and trails were frequently photographed and volunteers recorded direct
connections with the Divine and the sacred in these surroundings.

Chief Bole’s story is of epic standards, but here he signs a treaty of peace in hopes of
getting land for his people. He was later executed near Tyler by the now famous
Texans who have towns and counties named after them. He was wearing the sash
and sword that Houston gave him for signing this treaty. Truly a sacred life. CTS,
CCE, Photo #6
Landmarks and monuments, although not frequently photographed, were used by our
volunteers to make larger connections to history, sacrifice, and civic duty.

We are beautifully surrounded here in East Texas by wonderful,
towering pine trees. These gentle giants remind me of the
strength of God and His presence around us. All we have to do is
stop, and look, to see it. BG, CCE, Photo #8
Trees and gardens emerged as iconic landscapes.

Peace and happiness can be achieved by providing food for your family and friends.
JWB, CCE, Photo #8
Vegetable, flower, and prayer gardens were all identified as sacred places. Common
themes associated with these landscapes were sustenance (both physical and
spiritual), resurrection, renewal, and sanctuary.

CONCLUSION: THE ‘SACRED’ RECONSIDERED
Does the ‘sacred’ transcend the boundaries of religion? Defined in a
strictly traditionalistic way, this analysis is consistent with the growing
numbers of studies providing evidence that the sacred transcends
formal religion. In his widely recognized consideration of ‘civil religion,’
Bellah (1991) observed that objects of the state, as well as social
institutions and beliefs within the state, can take on attitudes of
transcendent reverence that are identical to objects and beliefs within
the religious sphere.
As depicted primarily in Fig. 3, Bellah’s observation appears to be
warranted. However, one contribution of this study is the clear
indication that the expansion of this category to ‘public landmarks’ is
necessary. What is publically ‘sacred,’ then, may hold a wide variety of
private meanings for individuals. When combined with the sense of the
sacred as residing in both natural and private settings, there is a
striking parallel to what Plotkin found among the peoples in the
rainforest cited in the introduction. In the broadest sense, this study
suggests a unifying dimension of spiritual life that underlies all formal,
‘normative’ expressions of the sacred.
However, the volunteers for this study were all recruited from
established Christian denominations, and this fact significantly impacts
the findings in several ways. First, it is clear that a significant number
of these persons tied their experiences of the sacredness of landscapes
to the themes of established religion, even quoting scripture to illustrate
their feelings. For example, this quote from volunteer in the study
explained the sacredness of a landscape photo by quoting Genesis 19:
‘And God said, Let the water under the sky be gathered into one
place…’ Thus, there is a tradition-bound justification for what is sacred,
although what is determined to be sacred may not be formally
recognized by that traditional religion.
Interestingly, volunteers belonging to a religious organization that
traditionally confined the notion of the sacred to ‘inner’ space, appeared
to find the task of identifying features outside the church walls
challenging. This was in contrast to those who claimed as their place of
worship a more ‘open’ attitude toward the sacredness of landscapes
and objects outside the church setting. Although the size of the
population studied here was far too restricted to make overarching
assertions, it might be the case that a religious organization still

possesses a strong ability to shape individual conceptions about the
sacred without the individual’s conscious awareness of this. Thus, it is
possible that traditional Catholics, for example, may easily identify
sacred objects within the church itself, while viewing landscapes and
objects outside the church settings as possessing beauty and unique
qualities. However, there may be no accompanying sense that these
features are somehow ‘set apart’ from the mundane by having sacred
qualities. This, if true, may in turn have practical implications in terms
of the person’s concern for environmental issues and concerns.
The current study also corroborates the findings of other contemporary
investigations that employ different methodologies. In an attempt to
capture the most current trends in religion and spirituality, the Pew
Forum on Religion and Religious Life (2012) identifies the growing
number of ‘nones’ over the past five decades in the U.S. According to
the Pew Report, ‘nones’ are “…people who answer a survey question
about their religion by saying they have no religion, no particular
religion, no religious preference…” (Pew Forum on Religion and
Religious Life, 2012:7). An early student of this trend (Vernon, 1968:17)
remarked that “[This designation] provides a negative definition,
specifying what a phenomenon is not, rather than what it is.
Intentionally or not, such a use implies that only those affiliated with a
formal group are religious.”
This study extends this criticism. The findings presented in this
research indicate that those who identify with a formal religion are in
fact religious, but hold both spiritual and religious beliefs in ways
similar to the ‘nones’. The 2012 Pew Forum survey also found, for
example, that: “Many of the country’s unaffiliated adults are religious or
spiritual in some way. Two-thirds of them say they believe in God
(68%). More than half express some connection with nature and the
earth (58%)” (Pew Forum on Religious Life: 2012:8). Although the
methodology of the Pew Forum report is different from that of the
current investigation, which employs a more open-ended and inductive
approach, allowing volunteers to self-identify and describe their beliefs,
it appears that the Pew findings are similar to those of our population,
even though they claimed a formal religious affiliation.
The implication of this is that new beliefs about religion and spirituality
are emerging both from within and without the confines of traditional,
formal religion. As Cimino and Lattin (1999:62) have observed, what is
‘spirituality’ and what is ‘religion’ have become increasingly intertwined:

“Spirituality is a religion of the heart, not of the head. It downplays
doctrine and dogma, and revels in direct experience of the divine…It is
practical and personal.” Many of the individual reports in this study
have illustrated these characteristics. That the findings using the
methodological approach of this study echo the findings of extensive,
national studies on the changes within formal religion utilizing more
traditional, quantitative approaches is further evidence of the collapse
of Berger’s overarching ‘canopy’ into individually stylized, far more
personal forms of belief.
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Table 1: Religiosity
Responses
75% strongly agree or agree that they are
“deeply religious.”
I find strength and comfort in my religion.
86% strongly agree or agree that they find
“strength and comfort” in their religion.
How often do you attend church?
67% attend church weekly, 19% attend
twice a week.
How often do you take part in the activities 88% take part in activities or organizations
or organizations of your place of worship
associated with their place of worship very
other than attending services?
often or somewhat often.
How important is religion in your day-to91% identify that religion in of great or
day living?
moderate importance in their daily lives.
In the past year, how much money did you
All reported making monetary
and your household contribute to your
contributions to their church within the last
church?
year, with the average contributed being
$1,500.00.
Questions
I am a deeply religious person.

Table 2: Spirituality
Questions
Responses
I am spiritually touched by the beauty of
100% either strongly agree or agree that
creation.
they “touched by the beauty of creation.”

I have had a spiritual experience where I
have lost track of where I was, or the
passage of time.

83% have been able to “step outside”
themselves and experience a “larger sense
of fulfillment.”
69% strongly agree or agree that they have
had a spiritual experience wherein they lost
track of time or their location.

I have had a spiritual experience that
changed my life.

86% strongly agree or agree that they have
had a life changing spiritual experience.

I am a deeply spiritual person.

92% strongly agree or agree that they are
“deeply spiritual.”

I have been able to step outside myself to
experience a larger sense of fulfillment.

Table 3: Connections
Responses
91% Strongly agree or agree that all life is
inter-connected.
I feel that on a higher level, all of us share a 90% strongly agree or agree that all share a
common bond.
common bond.
I feel an emotional bond with all humanity.
86% strongly agree or agree that they have
an “emotional bond” with all humanity.
I have had a spiritual experience where I
94% strongly agree or agree that they have
have felt deeply connected to God and the
had a spiritual experience where they felt
World.
deeply connected to God and the World.
Questions
All life is inter-connected.

My life is part of a larger spiritual force.

92% strongly agree or agree that their life is
part of a larger spiritual force.

Table 4: Importance of Community and Family
Questions
Responses
It is important to me to give something
97% strongly agree or agree that it is
back to the community.
important to give something back to the
community.
I am a link in the chain of my family’s
95% strongly agree or agree that they are a
heritage, a bridge between past and future. “link” in their family’s heritage.

Table 5: Personal Relationship with God
Questions
Responses
I believe in a God who watches over me.
81% strongly agree or agree that God
watches over them.
I feel God’s presence and love for me,
94% strongly agree or agree that they feel
directly or through others.
God’s presence and love.
I work with God as a partner.
72% strongly agree or agree that they work
with God as a partner.
I look to God for strength, support and
77% strongly agree or agree that they look
guidance on a daily basis.
to God on a daily basis.
I try to make sense of the situation and
47% strongly disagree or disagree that they
decide what to do without relying on God.
try to make sense out of situation, or make
decisions, without relying on God. 28%
neither agree nor disagree. 25% strongly
agree or agree that they try to make sense
out of a situation and decide what to do
without relying on God.

Table 6: Expressions of Belief
Questions
Responses
I believe there is a larger meaning to life.
81% strongly agree or agree that there is a
larger meaning to life.
There is an order to the universe that
94% strongly agree or agree that there is
transcends human thinking.
an order to the universe.
I believe in a life after death.
89% believe in a life after death.

Table 7: The Meaning of Sacred: Sample Definitions
Categories
Definitions of the Sacred
Enables a Connection
“Something that causes emotional connection or feeling.”
between the Individual and
the Divine
Dedicated to, touched by,
“Sacred is holy or has been touched by a person of great
or an act of God
holiness and God is present within it.”
Inspiring Awe or
“It pertains to something bigger or greater than us, more
Reverence
significant than the daily grind.”
Veil between Worlds
“A place where a sense of the sacred breaks through-like
the “thin places” of Celtic spirituality.”
Ephemeral Experience
“It is beyond description, like a baby’s breath, it is a feeling
that is very difficult to describe, and whenever you do, it is
no longer sacred.”
Something of Spiritual
“A place or object believed to hold spiritual value to a
Value
person or persons.”
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Figure 4: Private Landscapes and Landscape Features
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Figure 5: Categorization of Text Accompanying Photographs
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